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Our Spring Mountain Cabernet displays the mountain’s special blue notes
— blueberry, boysenberry and exotic plum fruits — that are so distinctive to
Cabernet grown on its slopes. We are fortunate to obtain a tiny amount of this
exquisite fruit to create a wine with great weight, structure and velvety texture.
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Sourced from Joan Crowley’s beautiful vineyard
perched at 2000’ elevation near the summit of Spring
Mountain. This site is primarily dry-farmed, which reduces both vigor and crop yields, and results in small,
flavor-packed berries.
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Savory and pleasantly balanced, opening with dark
fruit and white floral notes that give way to a palate
filled with jam, preserves and a kiss of vanilla. Savory
cooked tomato and boysenberry grip nicely on the
mid-palate and carry through to the long lush, finish.
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